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scenarios are evaluated and analyzed in both indoor and outdoor environments.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The object localization is one of the key operations in many
tracking applications such as surveillance, monitoring and
tracking [1–8].In these tracking systems, the accuracy of the
object localization is very critical and poses a considerable
challenge. Most of localization methods use geometric
relationship between the object and sensors. Acoustic sensors
have been widely used in many localization applications
due to their flexibility, low cost, and easy deployment. The
acoustic sensor provides directional information in angle
of the source with respect to the sensor coordinates which
are used to create a geometry for localization. However,
an acoustic sensor is extremely sensitive to its surrounding
environment with noisy data and does not fully satisfy the
requirement of consistent data [9]. Thus as a reliable tracking
method, visual sensors are often used for tracking and
monitoring systems as well [10, 11]. The visual localization
has a potential to yield noninvasive, accurate, and low-cost
solution [12–14].
Multiple-image-based multiple-object detection and
tracking are used in indoor and outdoor surveillance, and
give a delicate and complete history of an interested object’s

action [2, 15, 16]. The object tracking can be simply
concerned into a 2D tracking problem on the ground
plane [2, 17–19]. The establishment of correspondences in
multiple images can be achieved by using a field of view
lines [2, 20]. Besides, for the selection of the best view about
interested objects, a camera movement such as zooming and
panning is required [19].
There are many localization methods which use image
sensors [5, 6, 13, 21–25]. Most of conventional localization
methods follow two steps of operation. Initially, the camera
parameters are computed oﬄine using known objects or
pattern images. Then using additional information such as
control points in the scene or techniques such as structure
from motion, the relative displacements of a camera are
estimated [21, 26]. Basically, these studies can suﬃciently
localize objects from 3D reconstruction. Once the suﬃcient
number of points is observed in multiple images from
diﬀerent positions, it is mathematically possible to deduce
the locations of the points as well as the positions of the
original cameras, up to a known factor of scale [21]. In
the localization method based on a perspective projection
model, the camera calibration is critical. The calibration
usually uses a flat plate with a regular pattern [14, 27, 28].
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However, in many applications, it is not easy to obtain
calibration patterns [29, 30]. In order to alleviate the eﬀect
of the calibration patterns, some methods based on selfcalibration use the point matching from image sequences
[29–34]. In these methods, the image feature extraction
should be very accurate since this procedure is very sensitive
to the noise [21, 27, 35]. Moreover, if a pair of stereo images
for a single scene is not calibrated and the motions between
two images are unknown, the image matching requires
prohibitively high complexity [27, 34–36].
The localization method based on the aﬃne reconstruction can be used for object localization without the
concern of the complex calibration [37–40]. Basically, the
relationships between physical space and geometric properties of a set of cameras are considered. The method
uses two uncalibrated perspective images where an image
is induced by a plane to infinity [37–39, 41–44]. Especially,
the factorization method based on the paraperspective
projection model can be used for localization [42, 44, 45]. In
[42], three well-known approximations such as orthography,
weak perspective and paraperspective are involved to fullperspective projection in the aﬃne projection model. In [44,
45], shape and motion recovery is used for less complexity in
depth computation. However, the localization method based
on the aﬃne structure requires at least five correspondences
in two images [37–39]. On the other hand, our proposed
method requires only one correspondence (i.e., a centroid
coordinate of the detected object) in two images, where
each correspondence represents the same object. Thus, the
critical requirements of an eﬀective localization algorithm in
tracking applications are the computational simplicity with
a simpler model where 3D reconstruction is not necessary as
well as the robust adaptation of camera’s movement during
tracking (i.e., zooming and panning) without requiring any
additional imaging device calibration from the images. The
contribution of this paper is to simplify localization method
with eﬃciency which does not consider 3D reconstruction
and complex calibration.
In this paper, we propose a simplified algorithm for
localizing multiple objects in a multiple-camera environment, where images are obtained from traditional digital
imaging devices. Figure 1 illustrates the application model
where multiple people are localized in a multiple-camera
environment. The cameras can freely move with zooming
and panning capabilities. Within a tracking environment, the
proposed method uses detected object points to find object
location. We use the 2D global coordinate to represent the
object location. In our localization algorithm, the distance
between an object and a camera is provided by a reference
point. Since the reference point is initially a rough estimate,
we are motivated to obtain a more accurate reference
point. Here, we use an iterative process which substitutes
a previously localized position with a new reference point
close to a real-object location. In addition, the proposed
localization method has an advantage of using a zooming
factor without being concerned about a focal length. Thus,
the computational complexity is simplified in determining
an object’s position which supports both zooming and
panning features. In addition, the localization algorithm
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Figure 1: Illustration of the model of application.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the parallel projection model.

suﬃciently compensates a nonideal property such as optical
characteristics of a camera lens.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes a parallel projection model with a single
camera. Section 3 illustrates the visual localization algorithm
in a 2D coordinate with multiple cameras. In Section 4, we
present analysis and simulation results where the localization
errors are minimized by compensating for nonlinearity of
the digital imaging devices. An application that uses the
proposed algorithm for tracking people within a closed
environment is illustrated. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2.
2.1.

CHARACTERIZATION OF VIEWABLE IMAGES
Basic concept of a parallel projection model

In this section, we introduce a parallel projection model to
simplify the visual localization, which is basically comprised
of three planes: an object plane, a virtual viewable plane and
an actual camera plane. In Figure 2, an object P placed on
an object plane is projected to both a virtual viewable plane
and an actual camera plane, and P p denotes the projected
object point on the virtual viewable plane. The distance
d p denotes the distance between a virtual viewable plane
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Figure 3: Illustration of the model of zooming in terms of two diﬀerent zooming factors.

and an object plane. u p and u pp denote the position of
projected object P p on both the actual camera plane and
the virtual viewable plane. The virtual viewable plane is in
parallel with the object plane by distance d p . Lc and Ls denote
each length of the virtual viewable plane and the actual
camera plane, respectively. The virtual viewable plane is for
the connection between the position P on the object plane
and the position P p on the actual camera plane; it has an
advantage of simplifying the computation process.
Since the size of image sensor is much smaller than the
virtual viewable plane, the viewable range starts from a point
Oc . Thus the camera model of parallel projection model is
similar to a pin-hole camera. All planes are represented as
u- and v-axes but we use u-axis for the explanation of the
parallel projection model in this section. Since Oc represents
the origin of both the virtual viewable plane and the camera
plane, two planes are placed on the same camera position.
However, in Figure 2, we drew two planes separately to show
the relationship between three planes.
In the parallel projection model, an object is projected
from an object plane through a virtual viewable plane to
an actual camera plane. Hence, as formulated in (1), u pp is
expressed as Lc , Ls , and u p through the proportional lines of
two planes as the following:


u pp = u p



Lc
.
Ls

(1)

Thus the object P is represented from u pp and the
distance d p between the virtual viewable plane and the object
plane.
2.2. Zooming and panning
Since the size of the virtual viewable plane and the object
plane are proportional to the distance between the object and
the camera (d p ), the length of the virtual viewable plane (Lc )
is derived from the distance d p and the viewable range.

Zooming factor represents the relationship between d p
and Lc . The zooming factor z is defined as a ratio of d p and
Lc as follows:
z=

dp
.
Lc

(2)

Since both d p and Lc use metric units, zooming factor z
is a constant.
Figure 3 illustrates the model of zooming in terms of
two diﬀerent zooming factors. Even though the zooming
factor of a camera has changed from z1 to z2 , if the distance
between object and camera is not changed, the position of
projected object on the virtual viewable plane is not changed.
In the figure, since the distance d p1 is equal to the distance
d p2 , the position of the object on the virtual viewable plane
is invariant but the position on the actual camera plane
is variant. Thus the distance u pp1 is equal to u pp2 but the
distance u p1 is diﬀerent from the distance u p2 . The projected
positions u p1 and u p2 on the actual camera planes 1 and 2
are expressed as u pp1 = u p1 (Lc1 /Ls ) and u pp2 = u p2 (Lc2 /Ls ).
Since z1 = d p1 /Lc1 and z2 = d p2 /Lc2 , the relationship between
u p1 and u p2 is represented as u p1 = u p2 (z2 /z1 ).
Figure 4 illustrates a special case in which two diﬀerent
objects denoted P1 and P2 are projected to the same spot on
the actual camera plane. P p1 and P p2 denote the projected
objects on the virtual viewable planes 1 and 2.
The objectsP1 and P2 are projected to a point on the
actual camera plane while two objects are separated as two
diﬀerent points on the virtual viewable plane 1 and 2. Since
the zooming factor z is equal to d p1 /Lc1 and d p2 /Lc2 , the
relationship between the distance u pp1 and u pp2 is expressed
as u pp1 = u pp2 (d p1 /d p2 ). The distance u p1 is equal to the
distance u p2 , and the distance u pp1 is diﬀerent from the
distance u pp2 . It is shown that the distance in projection
direction between an object and a camera is an important
parameter for the object localization.
Now, we consider a panning factor denoted as θ p that
represents camera rotation. The panning angle is defined as
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the angle between n- and y-axes; while in Camera D, the
panning angle is the angle between n-axis and x-axis. Thus
four cases of camera deployment such as Camera A, B, C,
D have diﬀerent relationships between θc and θ p . Thus the
projected object P p (x pp , y pp ) on the virtual viewable plane is
derived from x pp = xc + u pp cos θc and y pp = yc + u pp sin θc .
Oc (xc , yc ) denotes the origin on the virtual viewable plane in
global coordinate.
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Figure 4: Illustration of a special case in which diﬀerent objects are
projected to the same spot on the actual camera plane.
Camera C

Figure 6 illustrates the panning factor selection in a pair of
cameras depending on an object position. Among deployment of four possible cameras, such as cameras A, B, C, and
D, a pair of cameras located in adjacent axes is chosen.
In this paper, we choose camerasA and D for the
deployment of two cameras for the sake of the localization
formulation. The camera angles in Camera A and D are
expressed as θc = θ p and θc = θ p + (3/2)π in terms of the
panning angle θ p .
3.

θc = π + θ p
u
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n
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Figure 5: Illustration of individual panning factors with respect to
a global coordinate.

the angle diﬀerence between n-axis and u-axis where n-axis
represents the normal direction of the virtual viewable plane.
Thus the panning angle can exist in the range of −π/2 < θ p <
π/2. The sign of θ p is determined: the left rotation is positive
and the right rotation is negative.
To get the global coordinate of the object, u-axis and vaxis in camera coordinate are translated to x-axis and y-axis
in global coordinate. We define camera angle factor (θc ) to
represent the absolute camera angle in global coordinate. The
camera angle θc is useful to translate the object coordinate
from camera images.
Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the camera
angle θc and the panning angle θ p in global coordinate. The
global coordinate is represented as x-axis and y-axis. For
example, in the position of Camera A, panning angle θ p is

Turning to the object localization with an estimate, consider
a single-camera-based localization. In the single-camera
localization, we use the estimate plane as an object plane.
Figure 7 illustrates the object localization using the estimate
E based on a single camera, where E denotes the estimate
which is used for a reference point. Note that the the estimate
E as a reference point may be any position at the first time,
and it becomes close to a real position. The estimate E and
the object P are projected to two planes: virtual viewable
plane and actual camera plane. Here, the reference point
E generates the object plane. The distance de denotes the
distance between the estimate and the virtual viewable plane.
In view of the projected positions, the length l p is obtained by
the length l ps . Hence the object P(x p , y p ) is determined from
the estimate E(xe , ye ).
Once we use the estimate plane as an object plane, the
estimated object position P is diﬀerent from the real-object
position Pr . In other words, since any points on the ray
between the object and origin are projected to the same spot
on the actual camera plane, the real object Pr is distorted
to the point P. Thus, the localization has an error from
the distance diﬀerence of the distancesd p and de . Through
the single-image sensor-based visual projection method, it
is shown that an approximated localization is accomplished
with a reference point.
We are now motivated to use multiple image sensors
in order to reduce the error between Pr and P. In the
case of single camera, the distance diﬀerence between the
distancesd p and de cannot be found by a single-camera view.
However, if an additional camera is available for localizing
the object within diﬀerent angles, the distance diﬀerence can
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Figure 7: Illustration of the visual localization in a single camera.

be compensated by the relationship between two camera
views.
Figure 8 illustrates the localization using two cameras for
a simple case where both panning factors are zero, and the
directions of l1 - and l2 -axes are aligned to y- and x-axes.
Given by a reference point E, the virtual viewable planes for
two cameras are determined. Pr1 and Pr2 are the obtained
object coordinates in each single camera. In view of camera
1, the length l p1 between the projected points P p1 and E p1
supports the distance between the object plane of camera

2 and the point P. Similarly, in the view of camera 2, the
length l p2 between the projected points P p2 and E p2 supports
a distance between the object plane of camera 2 and the
point P. Therefore, the basic compensation algorithm is that
camera 1 compensates y-direction by the length l p1 , and
camera 2 compensates x-direction by the length l p1 given by
a reference point E.
Through one additional image sensor, both l1 in ydirection and l2 in x-direction make a reference point
E(xe , ye ) closer to a real-object position. Hence P(x p , y p ) is
computed by x p = xe + l p2 and y p = ye + l p1 . Note that P is
the localized object position through the two cameras, which
still results in an error with the real-object position Pr . The
error can be reduced by obtaining a reference point E closer
to a real position Pr . In Section 3.5, an iterative approach is
introduced for improving localization. In the next section,
we formulate the multiple image sensor-based localization.
3.2.

2D localization

3.2.1. 2D localization model
In this section, we introduce a simplified localization model.
If the estimate E and the object P have the same z-coordinate
and v-axis is aligned with z-axis, all points are placed on a
plane. Thus the localization is simplified in 2D coordinate.
The 2D localization is simple and has an advantage for
mapping the test environment. Moreover, once the object
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is represented as P(x p , y p ) in global coordinate, the 2D
localization gives a feasible solution.
To derive 2D localization equations, we use vector
notation which has a benefit to express the relationship
between the estimate and the object where “  ” denotes a
unit vector and “→” represents a vector. For example, one
vector 
r is represented as Aax + Bay + C az , where ax , ay , and
az denote unit vectors toward x-, y-, and z-axes and A, B,
and C are the magnitude of x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively.
Figure 9 shows the basic model of object localization. The
l p2 denote the vector from the estimate E
vectors 
l, 
l p1 , and 
to the object P, the vector from the projected estimate E p1 to
the projected object P p1 on the virtual viewable plane 1, and
the vector from the projected estimate E p2 to the projected
object P p2 on the virtual viewable plane 2, respectively. The
lengthsl p1 and l p1 are the projections of the vector 
l on the
virtual viewable planes 1 and 2.
Figure 10 shows the projected image on the virtual
viewable planes 1 and 2 where the projected points P p1 and
P p2 are expressed as P p1 (u pp1 , v pp1 ) and P p2 (u pp2 , v pp2 ) on
the virtual viewable planes 1 and 2. z p1 and z p2 denote the
z-coordinates of the projected objects in global coordinate
and are equal to zc1 + v pp1 and zc2 + v pp2 . Since the estimate

Virtual viewable
plane 2
(b)

Figure 10: Illustration of the projected images on the virtual
viewable planes 1 and 2.

has some height with the object, the projected estimate and
object have the same z-coordinate on the virtual viewable
plane 1 and 2. Thus in the figure, v pp1 is diﬀerent from v pp2
while z p1 is equal to z p2 . Since an estimate is a reference point,
the actual estimates in the figure are not displayed on the
actual camera plane. Since the projected vectors 
l p1 and 
l p2

are the projection of vector l toward l1 -axis and l2 -axis, the
l·
al1 and 
l·
al2 .
lengths l p1 and l p2 are equal to 
3.2.2. Object localization based on a single camera
The projected object P p (l pp ) in l-axis is transformed into
P p (x pp , y pp ) in global coordinate. The origin Oc (xc , yc ) is the
center of virtual viewable plane. The camera deployment is
expressed as the origin Oc (xc , yc ) and camera angle θc .
Figure 11 shows the estimation with a reference point,
and a projected object. lp denotes the vector from the
origin Oc to the estimate E. The object P, estimate E,
projected objects P p , and projected estimates E p are denoted
as P(x p , y p ), E(xe , ye ), P p (x pp , y pp ), and E p (x pe , y pe ) in global
coordinate. The vector lp is expressed in two ways which have
diﬀerent points of view: lp = (l pp − l pe )al on the virtual
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viewable plane and lp = (x p − xc )ax + (y p − yc )ay in global
coordinate.
The unit vector al is represented in global coordinate
e is expressed as
as al = cos θc ax + sin θc ay . The vector 
(xe − xc )ax + (ye − yc )ay . Since the length l pe is equal to the
projection of vector 
e toward l-axis (
e·al ), the length l pe is
represented as:








Object plane
l

dp
e
Virtual viewable
plane

Once we assume the estimate is close to the object, the
length l pp is represented as

Oc



l pp = l ps

dp
zLs




 l ps

Actual viewable
angle



dp

de

z
Lc

(6)

As shown in Figure 9, once there are two available cameras
which show an object at the same time, two cameras have the
following relationship:














x p − xe cos θc1 + y p − ye sin θc1 = l p1 ,
x p − xe cos θc2 + y p − ye sin θc2 = l p2 .

(7)

The projected vector sizes of the vectors 
l p1 and 
l p2 are
derived from l p1 = l pp1 − l pe1 and l p2 = l pp2 − l pe2 in (5). The
lengthsl pp1 and l pp2 are represented as l pp1  l p1 (de1 /z1 Ls1 )
and l pp2  l p2 (de2 /z2 Ls2 ) in (4). The length between Oc1 and
P p1 in an actual camera plane (l p1 ) and the length between
Oc2 and P p2 in an actual camera plane (l p2 ) are obtained from
displayed images.
Therefore, the object position P(x p , y p ) is represented as
follows:
⎣

yp

xe

⎡

⎦=⎣ ⎦+⎣

ye

cos θc1 sin θc1

⎤−1 ⎡
⎦

⎣

cos θc2 sin θc2

l p1
l p2

⎤
⎦.

Lc

Ideal viewable
angle
l

Oc

E p l p P p Virtual viewable
plane
Ep

lp

P p

Virtual viewable
plane

Figure 12: Illustration of actual zooming model caused by lens
distortion.

3.2.3. Object localization based on multiple cameras

⎡ ⎤

Object plane

P

Object plane

z

⎤

Pr

(5)



l

Pp

l pe

E

Note that since there are two unknown values of
P(x p , y p ), two equations are necessary.

xp

Ep

Figure 11: The estimation of a projected object.

x p − xe cos θc1 + y p − ye sin θc = l p .

⎡

lp

(4)

l toward
Since the length l p is the projection of the vector 

l-axis (l·
al ), the global coordinate P(x p , y p ) is related with
E(xe , ye ) as follows:


ep

l pp

de
,
zLs

l p = l pp − l pe .



de



where the length l ps is the length of the projected estimate
and object on the actual camera plane.
In Figure 11, since the vector 
l p is equal to l pp al − l pe al ,
the length of vector l p is represented as follows:



E

Object plane

(3)

l pe = xe − xc cos θc + ye − yc sin θc .

P

(8)

3.3. Effect of zooming and lens distortion
The errors caused by zooming eﬀect and lens distortion are
the reason of scale distortion. In practice, since every general

camera lens has nonlinear viewable range, the zooming
factor is not a constant. Moreover, since a reference point is
a rough estimate, the distance d p could be diﬀerent from the
distance de . However, in (4), the distance de , instead of the
distance d p , is used to get the length l pp .
Figure 12 illustrates the actual (nonideal) zooming
model caused by lens distortion where the dashed line
and the solid line indicate ideal viewable angle and actual
viewable angle, respectively.
For reference, zooming distortion is illustrated in
Figure 13 with the function of distance from the camera and
various actual zooming factors measured by Canon Digital
Rebel XT with Tamron SP AF 17–50 mm Zoom Lens [46, 47]
where the dashed line is the ideal zooming factor and the
solid line is the actual (nonideal) zooming factor. As the
distance increases, the nonlinearity property of zooming
factor decreases.
To reduce the localization error, we update the length l p .
The lengths l pp and lpp are equal to l ps (Lc /Ls ) and l ps (Lc /Ls ),
respectively. Due to the definition of zooming factor, z and
z are expressed as de /Lc and d p /Lc . Since the objectsP and Pr
are projected at the same point on the actual camera plane in
Figure 12, P and Pr have the same length l ps on the actual
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camera plane. Thus the actual length lp is represented as
follows:
dp
de



(9)

The distances de and d p are derived from
de =
dp =



xe − x pe



2

x p − x pp

2

2.4



z
− l pe .
z



2

+ ye − y pe ,


2

2.2
Zoom factor (z)

lp = l pp



2.6

(10)

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1

+ y p − y pp ,

0.8
0.6
0.5

where x pe , y pe , x pp , and y pp , are equal to xc + l pe cos θc , yc +
l pe sin θc , xc + l pp cos θc , and yc + l pp sin θc , respectively.
Finally, the compensated object position P(x pr , y pr ) is
determined as follows:
⎡
⎣

x pr
y pr

⎤

⎡ ⎤

xe

⎡

⎦=⎣ ⎦+⎣

ye

cos θc1

⎤−1 ⎡  ⎤
l p1
sin θc1
⎥
⎦ ⎢
⎣ ⎦,

cos θc2 sin θc2

lp2

(11)

1

1.5
2
2.5
3
The distance of object plane and
virtual viewable plane (m)

3.5

4

35 mm
50 mm

17 mm
24 mm

Figure 13: Illustration of zooming distortion on a function of
distance from the camera and various actual zooming factors used.

where the lengths lp1 and lp2 are equal to l pp1 (d p1 /de1 )(z1 /z1 )

− l pe1 and l pp2 (d p2 /de2 )(z2 /z2 ) − l pe1 , respectively.

Actual viewable range

3.4. Effect of lens shape
The virtual viewable plane is a plane, and real camera
displays a curved space. Thus, unit distances per pixel in
u- and v-axes are nonlinear on the actual camera plane.
Figure 14 shows the error caused by lens shape, where the
distances d p1 and d p2 denote two diﬀerent distances between
the estimates and the camera.
Figure 15 illustrate the distribution of unit distance of uand v-axes on the actual camera plane. The distance between
camera and calibration sheet is 35 inches and an unit distance
is 1 inch.
The translation of the distance between the estimate and
the object needs the compensation for the nonlinearity by
camera calibration. In Figure 15(a), the unit distance for
u-axis is invariant in v-axis and in Figure 15(b), the unit
distance for v-axis is also invariant in u-axis. Hence in
Figure 10, the height diﬀerences of two diﬀerent cameras
have little eﬀect for the overall localization error.
3.5. Iterative localization for error minimization
Once the virtual viewable plane is defined by the estimate, the
localized result has the error caused by the distance diﬀerence
between the estimate E and the real object Pr . Thus the
distance between the object and the estimate is important for
reducing the localization error.
The basic concept of iterative approach is to use the
previous localized position P as a new reference point E for
the localization of object Pr . Thus since the reference point
E is closer to a real position Pr , the localized position P is
getting closer to a real position Pr .
Figure 16(a) illustrates the basic localization based on
two cameras where Pr represents the real object. If the
distance d p is equal to the distance de , the obtained object

Ideal viewable
range

E p2

E2
E1

E p1
Oc
Virtual viewable
plane

Object plane
Lc1

Lc2

d1
d2

Figure 14: Illustration of the error caused by lens shape.

coordinate uses the coordinate of P p1 and P p2 to translate the
global coordinate of the object. Thus the object point P is
closer to the real object point Pr .
Figure 16(b) shows the iterative localization. Each iteration gives closer object coordinate with relative computational complexity. Thus the iterative approach can reduce
the localization error. Furthermore, through the iteration
process, the localization is becoming insensitive to the
nonlinear properties.
3.6.

Effect of tilting angle

In surveillance system, a camera can have tilting angle to
increase viewable area. The tilting angle φc represents the
angle diﬀerence between z-axis and v-axis on the virtual
viewable plane. The tilting angle has the range as −π/2 ≤
φc < π/2.
Figure 17 illustrates an example of the tilting angle where
one plane is placed on z-axis and the other has θc tilting
angle. The tilting angle φc is equal to the angle diﬀerence
between virtual viewable plane and virtual viewable plane .
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l1
108
d p1
107
v-axis

106

Pr2
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l
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d p2

Oc1
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Virtual viewable
plane 1

l2

de1
E

E p1

de2

P p2

l p2

Oc2
E p2 Virtual viewable
plane 2

103
u-axis
(a) Basic

(a) Δu
l1
108

Pr
P

l

P p1 l p1
E p1
d p1

E

107
v-axis

Oc1
106
105

d p2

l p2

l2
P p2

Virtual viewable
plane 1
Oc2

104

Virtual viewable
plane 2

u-axis

(b) First iteration

(b) Δv

Figure 15: Illustration of unit distance distribution due to camera
nonlinearity on the actual camera plane.

Figure 16: Illustration of iterative localization.
v

Since u-axis is invariant for the variation of tilting angle, uaxis on the virtual viewable plane is the same as u -axis on
the virtual viewable plane .
The tilting angle is the reason for distortion in uand v-axes as shown in Figure 18. P(u p , v p ) and P  (up , vp )
denote the project object positions of the same object within
diﬀerent tilting angles. The tilting angle is not aﬀecting the
variation in u-axis. However, the tilting angle changes the
distance of the object and camera. Thus, once the distance
of object and camera is changed, the zooming factor is
also changed. Therefore, the tilting angle distorts the object
position in u-axis.
In Figure 18, the distance u p is diﬀerent from the distance
up even if the position of camera and object is not changed.
Since u p and up on the actual camera plane are translated
to u pp and upp using the zooming factor and the distance
between the object and camera, the tilting angle is the reason
for the localization error.
Figure 19 illustrates the eﬀect of tilting angle in terms
of the distance between the object and the virtual viewable
plane. The heightsh p and hc denote the object height and the
camera height. If the camera has φc tilting angle, the distance
d p is changed by the distance dp .
In order to compensate the localization error from tilting
angle, we update the distance d p to dp and then change the

v

φc
u, u

Oc

Virtual viewable
plane’
Virtual viewable
plane

Figure 17: Illustration of an example of the tilting angle.

zooming factor for the distance dp . Thus the length lp in (9)
is updated as follows:
lp = l pp

 d  
p

de



z
− l pe ,
z

(12)

where z denotes the zooming factor when the distance
between the object and the virtual viewable plane is dp .
The distance dp is derived as follows:




dp = d p + do cos φc ,

(13)
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v

0.04
0.03
up

0.02
Pp
Error (m)

0.01
vp
u

0
−0.01
−0.02
−0.03
−0.04
−0.05
−0.06
−0.8

(a) φc = 0
v

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

h p − hc (m)
up

P p

0 deg
4.6 deg
8.7 deg

vp

12.4 deg
16.3 deg
19.9 deg

(a) Without compensation for tilting angle error

u

0.04
0.03
0.02

(b) φc = 10◦

Figure 18: Illustration of the distortion by the tilting angle (φc ).

Error (m)

0.01
0
−0.01
−0.02
−0.03

v

−0.04

v

−0.05
−0.06
−0.8

P p

v pp

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

h p − hc (m)

φc

d p

Oc

0 deg
4.6 deg
8.7 deg

n
P

Pp
do

(b) With compensation for tilting angle error (h p − hc = −0.2 m)

dp

Figure 20: Illustration of the localization error in terms of tilting
angle variation.

hc
hp

Ground

Figure 19: Illustration of the eﬀect of tilting angle.

where the distance do is computed as




do = hc − h p tan−1 φc .

12.4 deg
16.3 deg
19.9 deg

(14)

To quantify the localization error caused by tilting angle,
we tested the localization error in the simple case. Figure 23
shows the setup of experiment where two cameras are placed
on the left side for camera 1 and the bottom side for camera
2 in Cartesian coordinate. For simplicity, the panning factors
θ p1 and θ p2 are both zero. We denote the object is placed on
P(1.8 m, 1.8 m) and E(1.5 m, 1.5 m).

Figure 20(a) illustrates the localization error in terms of
tilting angle variation. If the tilting angle is zero, the height
diﬀerence between the camera and the object (h p − hc ) does
not aﬀect the localization result while the higher tilting angle
makes the higher localization error. Thus the tilting angle φc
is the reason for localization error. For example, if the height
of the object is 0.2 m lower than the camera height, the range
of localization error is from 0.003 to 0.025 m.
Once object height is provided, the localization error is
compensated by (12). In Figure 20(b), we compensated the
localization error by denoting the camera height as 1.8 m
and the object height as 1.6 m. The overall error caused by
the tilting angle has the error range from 0.003 to 0.011 m.
If we know the camera height and object height, the error is
compensated. Moreover, once the height diﬀerence between
the object and the camera is unknown, the localization
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l p2

E
u

0.06
0.05
0.04
Error (m)

0.03
0.02

(b) Camera 2

0.01

Figure 22: Illustration of two images of camera 1 and camera 2.

0
−0.01
−0.02
−0.03
−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

h p − hc (m)
1.8 (m)
2.1 (m)
2.4 (m)

2.7 (m)
3 (m)
3.3 (m)

(b) With compensation for tilting angle error (h p − hc = −0.2 m)

Figure 21: Illustration of the localization error in terms of the
distance d p (φc = 12.4 deg).

error in high-tilting angle, the localization error is obviously
improved. Therefore, if we expect the height of the object,
the localization error can be successfully compensated.
When the height diﬀerence between the object and camera is an unknown value, the compensation for localization
caused by tilting angle is diﬃcult. However, if the distance
d p is much longer than the distance do , the tilting angle has
little eﬀect for the localization error. Figure 21 illustrates the
localization error in terms of the distance d p where the tilting
angle is 12.4 degree. When the distance d p increases, the
localization error increases but after d p is 2.7 m, the error
is saturated. In the worst case, the error rate is 0.01 m error
per 0.2 m height distance. For example, once the camera
height diﬀerence is 6 m, the expected error is about 0.3 m.
Moreover, when the camera height is 0.2 m taller than the

object, the error range is from 0.023 to 0.04 m. Once we
assume the object is placed on 0.2 m lower than the camera,
the compensation reduces the error to the range of 0.006 to
0.024 m.
4.
4.1.

ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
Simulation setup: basic illustration

The objective in this simulation ensures the proposed localization algorithm by measuring the localization error in the
real case. To show the compensation for camera nonlinearity,
we chose small space which is close to the camera. In the
case of Figure 13, the distortion from camera nonlinearity
exists in 2.0 m inside space. Thus in this simulation, we use
4 m × 4 m area.
Our target application is a surveillance system where
most of target objects are human or vehicle. However, in
this simulation, we use a small ball as a target object to
simplify the target detection. There are many reasons for
localization error caused by detection. For example, the
centroid detection of a human is important for reducing
localization error since a human is represented as a point.
If we use diﬀerent positions between two camera images,
the localization result has some centroid error. Thus in this
setup, we use a small ball. Moreover, after taking pictures,
we manually search the center of ball. We analyze the
localization error in 2D global coordinate. The object is
represented as P(x p , y p ).
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(a) Trajectory performance
Camera 2

Figure 23: Illustration of experimental setup for localizing an
actual object.
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Figure 24: Illustration of error comparison based on the number
of iterations.
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Figure 22 shows the displayed images in two cameras
where the lengthsl p1 and l p2 are distances between a reference
point E and a real-object point P in camera 1 and camera
2, respectively. To explain the test setup, we showed the
reference point E in Figures 22(a) and 22(b), but actually the
reference point is a virtual point.
Figure 23 shows the experiment setup to measure an
actual object. In this experiment, the actual position of the
object is calculated from the reference based on the parallel
projection model. In Figure 23, two cameras are placed on

0
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2

4

6

8

10

12

Time
Real
Estimate

Basic
First iteration
(c) y-axis performance

Figure 25: Application of the noniterative localization in tracking a
trajectory with rough estimates.
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Real
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Figure 26: Application of the iterative localization with single
estimate.

the left side for camera 1 and the bottom side for camera 2 in
Cartesian coordinate. Both camera panning factors θ p1 and
θ p2 are at zero.
The actual zooming factors are z1 = de1 /Lc1 and z2 =
de2 /Lc2 , where z1 is the zooming factor when the distance
between the object plane and the virtual viewable plane
is d p1 , and z2 is the zooming factor when the distance
between the object plane and the virtual viewable plane is
d p2 . Now, we analyze the localization result and compare the
localization error depending on the iteration process called
compensation.
4.2. Localization error and object
tracking performance
Figure 24 shows the error distribution of the algorithm where
two cameras are positioned at Oc1 (1.8, 0) and Oc2 (0, 1.8). The
actual object is located at P(1.5, 1.5). The figures illustrate the
amount of localization error as a function of the reference
coordinate. Since each camera has limited viewable angles,
the reference coordinate located on the outside of viewable
angle cannot be considered. Note that the error is minimized
when the reference points are close to the actual object point.
The localization error can be further reduced with multiple
iterations.
The proposed localization algorithm is also used for a
tracking example. In this example, an object moves within a
4 m × 4 m area, and the images are obtained from the real
cameras. We first applied the proposed noniterative localization algorithm with compensation in tracking problems.
Each time the object changes coordinates, its corresponding
estimation is generated. Figure 25(a) illustrates the trajectory
result of localization. After the compensation, the tracking
performance is improved. Figures 25(b) and 25(c) illustrate
the tracking performance in the x-axis and the y-axis. These

(b) Snapshot 2

Figure 27: The snapshots of the tracking environment with moving
camera based on the proposed localization algorithm. Human
face is used to localize a person. The circle represents the actual
coordinate of the person within the room.

figures clearly show that the compensation improves the
tracking performance but the localization error still exists.
Similarly, the proposed iterative localization algorithm
is used in the same tracking example. In this case, only
one reference coordinate is used for the entire localization.
The chosen estimate is outside the trajectory as shown
in Figure 26. This figure illustrates the trajectory result
of localization. There is a significant error with the one
iteration since the estimated coordinate is not close to the
object. Note that the error increases if the object is further
away from the estimated coordinate. However, successive
iterations eliminated the localization error as shown in the
figure.
4.3.

Application of the algorithms

Figure 27 shows a tracking environment with moving cameras where the proposed localization algorithm is applied.
For illustration, two sequences of images are shown. The
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(a) Frame1 in
Camera1

(b) Frame2 in
Camera1

(c) Frame3 in
Camera1

(d) Frame4 in
Camera1

(e) Frame5 in
Camera1

(f) Frame1 in
Camera2

(g) Frame2 in
Camera2

(h) Frame3 in
Camera2

(i) Frame4 in
Camera2

(j) Frame5 in
Camera2

Figure 28: Illustration of detection results for people localization in an outdoor environment.

personsA and B, respectively. However, the maximum error
can go up to as much as 0.608 m (3%) for person B. In
addition to the localization algorithm computation errors,
note that additional contributing factors on the errors are
the measurements of the distances between the cameras and
persons, and the selected center point of the detected regions
of the persons used in the computation.
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8
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10

12

34◦
Camera 2
14

16

Person B (actual)
Person B (computed)

Figure 29: Illustration of two objects trajectory in an outdoor
environment.

coordinates of the center of the room is chosen as the initial
reference coordinate. The cameras follow the object during
the localization. When the object is detected by individual
camera, the coordinate of the camera images are combined
for actual coordinate. The actual coordinate is shown in
the tracking environment. In the experiment, cameras are
following the object through panning.
Figure 28 illustrates object detection in outdoor environment where two objects are used for evaluating the
proposed localization algorithm. Both cameras are placed
on the same side and the panning angles for camera 1 and
camera 2 are 3◦ and 34◦ , respectively. Figure 29 illustrates
two objects trajectories in an outdoor environment. Since
the method is computationally simple, the total computation
time is proportional to the the number of objects, which
is not a significant with respect to overall computation.
As shown in the figure, the trajectory computation errors
are negligibly small for the practical use. The average error
in terms of the distance between the actual trajectories
and the computed trajectories is 0.294 m and 0.296 m for

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an accurate and eﬀective object localization algorithm with visual images from unreliable estimate
coordinates. In order to simplify the modeling of visual
localization, the parallel projection model is presented where
simple geometry is used in computation. The algorithm
minimizes the localization error through iterative approach
with relatively low-computational complexity. Nonlinearity
distortion of the digital image devices is compensated during
the iterative approach. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in object position localization as well as tracking is
illustrated. The proposed algorithm can be eﬀectively applied
in many tracking applications where visual imaging devices
are used.
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